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ADVENTURES OF AN OLD SHERBORNIAN.

(Concluded. )

I MUST not, however, omit to mention tll:1t ubout sunset this
evening I received a Burmese letter from the Chief who had
raised the rebellion, and wIlD, not knowing my name, but hearing
that the party of British troops there was commanded by an officer
wearing spectacles, seized upon that particularity in my appearance
to address me in the following terms :-

"Meng-gyee 1\Iaha-meng Hla-kyangh-goung writes to the British
slaves and the Officer of authority wearing spectacles, that orders
having arrived from Mengdo-Meng,* the King like the rising sun,
to the effect that the Kullahst should not be allowed to remain in
the royal conquered province of Tounghoo, Kyouk-mlin, Shooay
gyeen, Sittoung, and 1\1artaban, and as the English Officers of
authority have ill-treated and oppressed the Burmese troops more
than they can bear, I have collected about four or five hundred
men, and not desiring enmity with the English Officers, in obe
dience to the King's order I cannot allow you to remain in the
royal provinces: in order that you may return I send this letter."

On receiving the above I sent a reply, simply to the effect that
I could take orders only from the English Government.

* The King of Kin!>s.

Z

t Foreigners.
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On the night of this day, \Vednesday, onc of my sentries saW
two Burmese trying to get into the building lately occupied by my
subaltern, probably to set fire to it; the sentry fired, and the men
of my party awoke from their sleep and, jumping up, commenced
firing without orders-but I put a stop to this as soon as pOHsible,
as only two or three shots had been fired by the enemy. One of

my sentries was killed and another wounded at this time; but no
further attack was made by the enemy until day-dawn of Thursday,
when shots were fired at us from the jungle behind. the barracks,
and in a few minutes from all sides; as the light became clearer,
the enemy's bullets fell thick among us, and wc therefore went
into the barrack, a guard of a sergeant (havildar) and twelve men
being placed in the house I used to occupy, to prevent the enemy
setting fire to it, for had it been burned, the flames must have
spread to the barrack and burned us out.

For about two hours the enemy continued a heavy fire, creeping
closer and closer up to us; but finding our fire telling upon them,
they retreated in all directions, except one, beyond musket-range;
but from behind the stockade, which was only about cighty yards
from us, they could fire with impunity, and they kept up a heavy
fire all day long from muskets and jinjals (a kind of wall-piece
like a very large musket); a few shots were also fired from small
cannon of some kind that they had with them.

About eight o'clock this morning thc enemy set fire to a building
we had occupied as a store and magazine, and to another building
close to it, and the casks of Burmese powdcr being near to thcse
blew up, wounding some of the enemy near to them.

There being only a very small supply of water available outside
the stockade, and that from a well completely commanded by the
enemy's fire, we were not able to cook any food on this day.

Finding that my men were exposed to a fire which was thinning
their numbers very fast, and that the enemy was comparatively
safe from the excellent cover they had in the stockade; and as I
was unable to procure water, and the buildings we occupied were
very easy to be set on fire; and since my endeavours to open
communications with the troops at Moulmein and Sittoung had
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• .failed, the parties I had sent out for this purpose having fallen in

with bodies of the enemy and being obliged to return to mc, I
thought it necessary, for the safety of my detachment, to force my
way through the enemy and advance by a forced night march to
Sittoung, where my Regiment was stationed, about thirty miles
far-ther up the country; and accordingly wc left TIcling on Thurs

day night, at about eight o'clock, taking with us a hundred rounds
of ammunition per man, as wc expected to have plenty of work on
our Wlty. vVe were all much exhausted from want of food and
from having been engaged the whole of Thursday.

Much to my surprise I found that the enemy had not placed

sentries to wateh the movements of my party, and consequently we
were enabled to commence our march unmolested. 'Ve marched
on all night without stopping, except for a short time now and
then to get water; and at about half-past five on the morning

of Friday, just as day was beginning to break, arrived near the
large village of Kaiktoh, from which a fresh body of TIurmese,
numbering about two lmndre(~ came out to mcet us; thcy
were led by a chief mounted on a TInrman pony. At thiB
time I had only sixty men with me, including the camp followcrB,

whom I had armed on leaving TIcling. The Chieftain called
out to me not to fire, as he wished to parley; but seeing that
while I advanced to speak with him he detached a party of
his men to attack us in flank, I perceived that his wishing

to parley waB only to gain time, and wc accordingly opened
fire upon the enemy, amI thc Chief falling, his party withdrew
a little int.o eovcr, but still kept up their attack upon us.

Finding that I could not advance along che high road without

being much exposed to the fire of the enemy, who were well
under cover, we made a detour to our left to get into the

open plain, in which cover was not so thick, and consequently the
enemy would not come so near.

About a mile from the road we came to a BaIt-water creek,

which we had to cross to get into the Sittoung road, but

as we did not know where the ford was to be found we

made a stand on and near its banks, until we should be able
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to discover a crossing-place. After some little delay, we saw
the enemy crossing the creek to attack us, and this showing

us what we wanted, I advanced the party upon tIle ford,
the enemy retreating before us. Aftcr we had crossed the
creek the enemy went back to their village for a short time,
but as soon as they had refreshed themselves with some food

they again took up the pursuit, and being fresh were able to
come up with us, our men being wearied with the previous
day's fighting, the long night-march, and the want of food.

On clearing the jungle betwecn the villages of Kaiktoh
and Kaiketah, I halted the men for half-an-hour in some long
grass in the plain; but tbough .suffering severely from thirst,

we could not procure any water. We then advanced very
slowly, under the burning April sun, aeross the plain towards

the village of Kaiketah, the enemy keeping up the pursuit.
About two o'clock we drew near to Kaiketah, from which a
fresh body of the. enemy, three hundred strong, came out to
meet us, and with those who had followed us from Kaiktoh
formed a cordon, surrounding us on all sides. We were all

so exhausted from want of water and food, and the length of
the march, that I determined on advancing upon those of the
enemy who were in our front, as I was informed that we
should find a well in that direction. We accordingly advanced

and took up a position which screened us from the fire of those

who were pursuing us, lmt did not afford us much shelter from
the enemy in front, who were shortly joined by the others.

On arriving at the village we could find no well, but procured

a· scanty supply of water from the huts of the village, and we
remained here till dusk, taking up the best cover we could get;

but our losses here were severe, and while advancing upon this
village I was struck by a musket-ball. While lying wounded

I noticed several men who appeared to be intent in picking me
off, and one man was killed and another mortally wounded while

lying by my side.
As soon as it was dark we withdrew into the plain again

and continued our march, the enemy, to our surprise, allowing
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us to withdraw without molesting us or attempting to prevent us.
We were still unable to eook any food, as lighting fires would
have discovered our route to the enemy, and we were not

strong enough then to risk another engagement.
After halting about three hours on Fritby night, to get a

little sleep, we pushed on again in the morning in the direction

of Wainbodau, a village on the Sittoung river; but being unable,
to risk another uttack, being now only forty-twv men in all,
as soon us it was light, we kept ourselves concealed in some
elephant grass, where we were exposed, during thc whole of

Saturduy, to the fierce heat of the sun, without food, water, or
shelter.

When it became dark on Suturday evening we resumed our
march towards Wttinboduu, and though it was only three miles
from us, we were ull so thoroughly eXMustetl that it took us
three hours to reach it, but on arriving there were kindly

reeeived by the Burmuns inhabiting the village, who supplied us
all with food and water.

Having here procured a canoe, I sent off my subaltern with

three men to go up the river to Sittoung, antI report there
to the Officer commanding the Regiment our arrival at
'Vainbodau, and ufter some deluy I wus enahlcd to get two
bouts from the villagers, with which the remainder of my l"trty

and myself reache.l Sittoung at day-dawn on the morning of

Sunday.
Thus ends the little auventure in the life of a Sherborniun

that I huve brought before my readers, not us being unything
very wonderful in itself, but more for their amusement, and
to show them thut even such a slight affair as tIllS was in an

historical point of view, muy bring with it to the individual
actors much excitement and no little hardship; for I much

question if more rcal hurdship often fulls to the lot of those

engaged in a campaign than we had to undergo in these few
days.

AN OLD SUElUlORNIAN.
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WHERE OAN WE GO THIS YEAR 1

OR

HOLIDAY RAMBLES IN 1850.

The 8eason's drawing to a close,
And all are leaving town-
Some seek the lakes, and 'Vales, and some
To country-seats go down!
But I dislike home travelling,
It is so aul! and dear!
And so one question worries me,
Where can we go this year 1

-.,Ilbert Smith.

Tms was a question often askeJ me last July (after my return
home) by my father. The Lakes were proposed, but travelling so
far waR out of the qup,stion in the dog-days; London we were sick
of, besides which it was that period of the year at which the
Italian Operas had begun their extra nights-i. e., the season had
ended. Paris, Oherbourg, Rouen, anJ Dieppe, we had done com
pletely; but there remained Brittany close at hand, and, as yet,
unexplored. Wc glanced at the map, collected our thoughts, and
settled that Dinan should be our goal.

It was with a kind of foreboding of gloomy days in store that I
bid adieu to my native shore, and steamed o'er the waters blue.
I was under a demi-conviction that I was being led away to a dull
Breton town that I might escape the allurements of sirens at
home; I compared myself to Telcmachus shoved into the sea by
~1:entor's irresistible arm and swimming away from Oalypso's Isle.
St. Malo, which wc reached after three hours at sea, was to me the
fleet of ~lriremes, which picked up the swimmers; but I was
luckier than Telemachus in finding lovely sirens at Dinan. If he
who first ventured to sea in a frail bark really had his heart cased

in oak, he who can resist the bewitching charms of the three Dinan
Graces must have his enclosed in a double coating of steel. I care
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not to own it, I have no such casing around minc; and I rejoice

that I have not, for what would Dillan lmve bcen to me I what
pleasures would it have proeured me I had I not been captivated
by these fair visitors 1 People talk much of the charms of
travelling; now travelling is only charmiilg as long as one gains
the object oue has in view at the start, whether that be health or

scenery, or science; but even then. it is a meagre pastime 1f
unaccompanied by a healthy flow of the affections. My object was
literary; I meant to !'tudy Ajax, and fall in love as well, and I

succeeded admirably. Dinan was in the height of its scasou ; the
Fosses crowded with beauty and fashion; the Fountains of the
Mineral waters constantly besieged by thirsty souls; indl'ed, the
only wonder is that they did not overflow, or drown, or extend to
extraordinary dimensions, or burst. 'Ve caught the general mania.
The three Sirens wcrc wout to drink the chalybeate temptations

held out by thc Societe des Eaux, so we drank for sympathy's sake.
The walk to the Fountains WaS a winding path, leading to a vallcy,
in which an elegant chalct rose amid&t cascades. In this graceful
structure, votaries of Terpsichore eau trip at bals, given about

every ten days. Thcse walks with our fair compagnons (ODO was
-but I forget, I am not writing a love story,) were celestial; at
one of them, wc made up a party to visit L'AssembliJe St. A line

on the following Sunday. Dut what, our readers will exclaim, is
an Assemblee 1 The bcst answcr is, an amalgamation of Amuse

ment with Rcligioll 1 ~Iowever, I will rclate what took place on
July 24.th, 1859. The pcrformance commenced with a pilgrimage
of holy women, to L'Eg!ise St. Anne, about onc mile from Dinan;

as the journey was pcrformcd 011 their bare knees, the sight was
not only effective, but also afforded seopc for stray thoughts on
Anatomy. The object of this genuflexion, was a notion that what
ever they might then or there wish, would be fulfilled at some
future period. As they began the fun at 5 A,M., we preferred

going later in the day : on our approach tothc village we found it
to be a gala day, the Bretons in great force in their picturesque

costume; we were greeted by a Gamin, who cried out" Voila les

Anglais," adding an adjective, genus uncom]llimentary; on our
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evincing a desire to interrogate him as to its import as regarded
ourselves, or rather to kick him, he decamped. Tho scellO was
extremely picturesque; on one side tents were pitched for the salo
of refreshments of any sort and price, (especially Blere de .llars),
interspersed with beggars asking alms; tho other side was devoted
to the stalls of gentlemen who disposed of crucifixes, gingerbread

nuts, chaplets, rosaries, and scratchcl's (such as we remember
seeing much in vogue at Greenwich fair). At the top was the
chapel of St. Anne; we entered at the west, and found the altar
gaudily decorated, at which stood the Pretre in green and gold
robes, wllC, for the moderate sum of one SOltS, condescended to bless
any of the pious who presentcd themselves for that purpose-an
offer they seemed to avail themselves of largely. We noticed that
the priest seemed anxious for a few minutes to elapse between
each operation; wc found the cause to be this :-Opposite the
south door was a fight, or, more strictly speaking, conglomeration
of fights, viz., one woman 11. one ditto; two women 11. one man;
one man 11. another; all more or less, directly or indirectly, having
paid homage to Bacchus. The good priest, evidently, (judging from
his hurried glances at the fights as he journeyed to and fro

between his performances,) would have preferred to aid and abet
the combatants respectively-but, alas! he. like many, was a
victim to filthy lucre, and had a penchant for the sous. I need
scarcely add that our sirens (for they were English) turned away
in disgust; we, imbibing the same notions, did the same, and
returned by a less frequented route home. Indeed, our sole
object in going, was acting on thJ principle (so nobly carried out
by our countrymen on the continent,) viz., "When you are in
Turkey do as the Turkeys." I might dilate on donkey expeditions
to CMne Ferroll, and other romantic localities; describe how my
" Jerusalem" was unmanageable-aware, I suppose, of the proverb,
" Two of a trade never agree;" but I will not weary him or her who
reads this with so slow a subject. We chartered a boat for our
sojourn-a thorough, unmistakeable French Bateau; it could
contain friends a discretion (I think it would stand a fair trial
with the Great Eastern in stowing away passengers). This mighty
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trireme we navigated, generally, accompanied by the talented
author of "]lfy Roa ana Staff," (vide the "Field,") whose descrip
tions of Brittany and its fishing should be read by ev-ery angler,
not only for amusement, but instruction j had it not been for his
valuable assistance I doubt that Le Zouave had ploughed its way
up the Ranee (the Rhine in miniature), as it did frequently, at
times on a pie-nie to Pont Perrin, at others on a promenade sur
t' Eau to Livit, laden with fairer nymphs than those who formed
the train of Calypso. But Mentor, dreading once more for me
the dangers that threatened the son of Ulysscs, carried me away
from the enchanted spot where Ajax and my love had beguiled
away the Elysian hours so pleasantly.

0. F. R,

SOMETHING IN THE LITERARY LINE.

IT has always been a matter of great wonder to myself how
it is that such a rago exists for anything new j why, for
instance, the latest novel or periodical should enjoy such favour;
and why we turn away from those comparatively old tenants
of our bookshelves to devote our attentions to some priggish
upstart of a volume which is all superficial show. If a choice
is to be made between a \Vaverley novel and some insignificant
candidate for popularity which has not yet lived through 0.

month, the latter is sure to carry the day. Apropos of tMs,
it is remarkable how novel-writing has become one of tho
characteristics of the age j works' of fiction now take the
place, to a considerable extent, of more sober and less attractive
treatises on moral and social science j it would therefore be 0.

matter of great interest to mark the influence that they exert
on the minds of the reading world j there are many, indeed,
which owe their reputation to the fact of their coming fresh
from the literary mint. There is great cause to condemn
the voracious and senseless appetite for anything new, which

2A
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is now so prevalent j and perhaps no better antidote can be
found than by pointing out and contrasting the peculiar beauties
of onc, Sir \ValteI Scott, whose genius has given us such a
pure and excellent st[l,ndard fOl' all future novel writers. One
of his great excellencies is, that he suggests and stimulates

our enquiries and further research j to understand this, we
must take into account his love for the past and for the

hazy legendary lore of by-gone days j we should mark how
eager he is to realize the grand scenery of history, and to
bring out every shade and colour by minute accessories and
details j the wild strains of romance seem to be ever floating
through his mind. In this point of view novels may be

productive of the greatest advantage, if they tend to create a
similar sympathy for the past and to incite us to a deeper
research into the characters and motives of men who have
gone before us on the stage of life j it is thus that the trite facts
of history assume a new dress; what was before a dry, barren
piece of information, becomes instinct with life j for a novel
frequently helps the imagination to realize facts, and sometimes

serves the same purpose for getting a true knowledge of any
epoch as the model of a country, when studied for the purpose
of understanding its geographical features. Caution, llOwever,
should be taken that certain ideas do not become too stereotyped
"in our minds j for knowledge, as it has been observed, is
merely an undoing of that which has previously been con

structed, and what we regard as indisputably true, may in
the course of time bear a very different appearance. Theso
remarks apply especially to the .\Vaverley novels. Nothing
can excel the skill with which the scenes of History are here
brought before us in a vivid and striking light: how ably
is the contrast between the cavaliers. and round-heads worked
out in ""'IVoodstoek j" while in " Peveril of the Peak," we have the
dark and gloomy side of Puritanism in its later stages, placed
in strong relief against Charles the Second's voluptuous court j

but even ScoWs delineations of character must be read with

caution.. "'IVe must be careful not to take our general ideas of
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any particular party or movement from the phase which it
may have exhibited at some period of its progress. Fresh

information, too, is continually being brought to bear on the
subjects in question, and we may be in the possession of 11

more accurate knowledge of the times than the authors that
preceded us could prctend to. Scott has tried to solve tho
mystery ot Cromwell's character, and the result will probably
not meet with approbation from those who have studied th~

additional mass of information, respecting this great man, which
has been recently brought to light.

The fact that the Waverley novels lose none of their attractions

by repeated perusals, is a sufficient evidence of thoir merit;
indeed, the more they are studied, the more do their beauties
become visible; we are afraid, however, to judge at least from our

own experience, that ono's skipping propensities often prevent 11

just appreciation of this. Ibbitual novel-readers become too
pampered in t:1ste, in many cases, to care for anything but tho
exciting parts of the tale j and this remark leads us to notice how

Scott excels in the constrnction of his plots, from the fact of their
being so simple and uninvolved. This will be obvious by com
paring him in this respect with the greatest historical novcl.
writCl' of the present day. DuIWcI' Lyttoll seems to think it 11

mark of peculiar excellence to make his plots as complicated as

possible; they arc ingenious puzzles, with endless ramifications,
which arc all to be brought together at last, like the converging
lines at some railway terminus. If novels arc considered merely
as the vehicles for interesting talcs, there is no objection to this;

but the standard of novel-writing that Scott has given us should
induce us to aim at something higher than this. \Vith him, plots
are never carried out at the expense of details j the attention of

thu reader is not constantly shifted from one scent to another with
perplexing abruptness; the mere story, indeed, is always sufficient

to excite our interest, but never so great as to absorb it.
.Again, in point of style, there is as much difference between

Scott and Dulwer, as between a native mountain stream and an

artificial cascade. Bulwer is affected, and seems to be ever striving
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to appear pungent and brilliant; Scott is so, apparently without
an offort, and at the same time is simple and natural.

Perhaps we cannot do better than rccall to our reader's mcmory

some of the bcauties of that most fascinating of Scott's novels,
" I vanhoe" ; what a true picture we here have of old English life-of
"l\:Ierrie England," as it is said, though we see that here the
epithet is by no means applic:1ble. This novel is essentially a
representation of manners and customs. There is no one indi
vidual character which engages our interest in the same degree as
Amy Robsart in "Kenilworth," or as Julian Peveril; we here have

the dying embers of the enmity between the Saxons and Normans,
the disturbed state of the country, aud the oppression of the
Jews; while over all is thrown a charm of mingled romance and
reality, which quite carries us back to the" olden time."

'Ve must apologise to our readers for intruding upon their
netiee a subject sOlllewha~. dry and uninteresting; any further
attempt to discuss the peculiar excellence of Scott as a novel
writer, and to give a morc attractive form to criticism on the
works of one of the most distinguished among our prose writers,
would probably meet with warm sympathy alllong those who
patronise the SmunuRNIAN. '

QUONDAU .ALUMNUS.

"IN MEMORIAM."

When Christmas brings the festive hour,
The dance, the carol and the mirth;

And happiness-that tender flower
Which blooms iu heaven, but buds on earth

Some fragrance from its fragile leaf
Awakens for the balm of grief:

When in the ruddy fire-light gleams
The sparkling radiance of the wine,

And Beauty's smile hath softest beams,
And Music's voice sounds most divine,
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While the wild roar of winds without
But dims, not drowns, the reveller's shout:

Then when the laugh rings sorrow-free,
The trouble of the hoar is fled.

Oh! yet refnse not in your glee
One mourning requiem for the dead

One sigh for FRANKLIN and the brave
Cold resting in the Northern wave.

The years have rolled: the boyish brow
With manhood's cares is furrowed deep.

They died-we cannot save them now;
We could not save, we yet may weep.

The happy heart can well bestow
One pitying thought on others' woe.

KISSES.

191

Z. EnwARDs.

A. KISS viewed in the abstract is a ludicrous opcration; two
pouting lips and a smack must seem childish in the extrcme to a
cool, unimpassioned observer. Yet experience teaches that, though
the means be so vcry ludicrous, the results are pleasurable under
certain circumstances. The nerves which spread their delicate
mmifications under the fine epiderm of the lips are more sensitive
than those that underlie the coarser skin of the fingers, and this is
why the hand, though a more convenient medium of contact, is
only used on minor occasions, and gives place to the lips when
greater intensity of sensation is required. The lIose is also a very
sensitive organ, for it fulfils in China the office that lips and hands

do in European greetings; still, the pleasant result is not obtained
by simple contact; some friction is required to stimulate the

nervous sensitiveness; as in shaking hands a certain pressure is

required to render the contact effective, so it seems that with

noses some rubbing is necessary to render the pro~ess gratifying.
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Philosophers have found out that we have three kinds of
friends,-lo, those who like us; 2°, those who do not like

us; 3°, those who dislike us; in the same way there are three
kinds of kisses, owing their distinctive features to the relations
that exist between the kissers and the kissed.

A poet of our own day has drawn the distinction between

sisterly and cousiuly osculations in weak and prosy lines :-

" There is something, Tom, in a sister's lip,
When you give her the good-night kiss,

That savours so much of relationship
That nothing seems amiss.

But a cousin's lip if you onco unite
With yours in the quietest way,

Instead of sleeping a wink that night
You'll be dreaming the following day.

These, however, are but two varieties of the same species of kiss j

both imply real affection-opposed to them is the treacherous
kiss, the kiss of Judas the betrayer; a rare instance, fortunately,

and one of which we would say as little as possible.
There is, however, another kind, very common in the world--a

kind which ranks between the two we have already considered; I
mean the kiss of ceremony, the stiff mincing kiss of ladies who
meet for the first time and care not a fig for each other; or the
stiffer and more objectionable kiss of Continental gentlemen, whose
friendship is a sham. Promiscuous baby-kissing might also be
classed in this category. \Vhat can wc care for a squealing and

puling infant, whom we see, for the first time, in its nurse's
arms 1 Why in the world should we suddenly be seized with a

morbid desire to embrace the brat 1 Next time you put to your
friend's baby a host of impossible questions to which you expect
no answer, and crown the whole with a profusion of kisses, ask

yourself seriously whether you are not going through a silly sham,
meant, at best, to please the mother, but lacking sincerity, and
rich in folly.

Kissing was much more common among our ancestors than it
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is with us now j many of the dances of olden time required kissing

where now we are satisfied with bowing. The rounds of last
century were kissing bouts more than dances; and kissing in the
ring, which has survived up to our times, together with the sharp
practice under the mistletoe-bough, which wc are loath to part
with, shew what kissers our grandfathers were. The old song of
the May Pole, in which the merry maidells, after much frolic and
fun, are made to quarrel with the lads,

"And bid them take their kisses back
And give them their own again,"

is an illustration of the good will with which the lips laboured in
the good old times of good Queen Bess.

There is a great deal of poetry in the kiss. It supplies many a

happy simile, and poets of all degrees have availcd themselves of
it greedily. With them, the zephyr kisses the flowers, the sun
bc-am kisses the dew-everything, in short, kisses and is kissed;
billing and cooing is the first law of nature.

It must not be thought, however, that it is our intention, by
these remarks, to laugh at a practice with which are associated
our purest domestic joys. There is somethillg almost sacred about

the kiss with which the mother soothes her sobbing child, or the
kiss with which the fond wife kisses away the wrinkles whieh care

has furrowed 011 her husband's brow. There is a. tendency now
abroad to ridicule all that is homely and ingenuous j we should
be sorry if it were supposed that we have joined the sneering
throng. Far be it from us to cast ridicule upon the simplicity of
past times, or the fond embraces which have made our hearts
glow with the purest delight in our early days. We disclaim all

desire to appear manly on such terms. This would not be man
liness, it would be the basest ingratitude and the silliest bravado.
Kissing where there is love is neither silly nor childish; it is the

most natural expression of real affection; and if we would look
still higher, it is a bond of Christian fellowship, round which

the apostolical writillgs have thrown a halo of sanctity.
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HOW WE SAW THE "GREAT EASTERN."

I WONDER whether, after the many vicissitudes through which the
Great Ship has passed during the last two months-after her
battle with the gale at Holyhead, as the great mountainous waves
came rushing in from their murderous work in the offing on the
barren Anglesea coast, where the most awful tragedy of the year is
being played out, and the Breakwater is melting away piecemeal,
and there seems to be nothing which human skill can accomplish
to save from destruction the foremost work of the age-after the
eventful little voyage round the wild Cornish coast-after the
quiet rest at her moorings in the calm Southampton Water,
where the giant slumbers until the spring: after all this, I
wonder whether anybody would like to know how we saw the
Great Eastern. Supposing anybody should, I will simply say that
at the end of last Long Vacation I found myself on my way to
Weymouth, one fine morning at the end of September, and that at
Yeovil Station, I, an old Sherbornian, fell in with two present
Sherbornians, who were to accompany me, and whose names
I would not disclose on any account whatever. We found
Weymouth looking if anything a shade more lively, or rather less
stagnant than usual j for this, was the last day on which the
Great Eastern was to be visible, and excursionists were flocking in
crowds to the little steamers in the harbour, which were to convey
us to the ship, and which were engaged in perpetrating a
succession of shrill, spasmodic, porcine squallings, connected, I
suppose, in some way or other, with steam, not by any means
soothing or pleasant for nervous people.

I don't envy anyone who is not struck by the sight which
meets his eyes on first rounding the low head which shuts out
Portland Roads from the town of 'Veymouth. First, he has left
behind him the most decorous and soporific sea-side town on the
southern eoast of Great Britain (which is saying a great deal) ;
secondly, he has no sooner turned the aforesaid point than there is
the great rugged Island of Portland rising up sheer from the sea
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like another and vaster Acropolis, high cnough to intercept any

stray cloud that may be passing; and holding somewhere in its
mysterious recesses tlw,t which is to mc the most suggestive and

terrible object on the face of the earth-a great convict station.
Then far away into the depths of the sea on onc hand creeps out

the stupendous breakwater; on the other lmlld, stretching from
the island to the mainland, and so miles aw'ty into the dim'

distance, runs in a long brown line, hazy in all weathers, with
spray from the thunderous surf, the famous Chcsil Beach. But
our business is with the Great Ship.

There she lies, thcn, with such a background as we have

described, surrounded by floating things of evcry size and

description, from the man-of-war to the fishing-boat, and dwarfing
all alike into insignificance. Larger and largcr she becomes as we

approach nearer and nearer, till at last the eye ceases to take in

the whole at a glance. The great black sides of the ship tower
above us like a wall; and after being relieved of sundry half

crowns by the money-tnker, wc enter ignoLly through a curiously
diminutive opening in the ship's side. There is no temptation to

remain long on the ground floor of the great storehouse. It is

very gloomy and cavernous-and, what is worse, empty and
desolate-looking as yet. Our way then lies up that rough

looking and almost perpendicular staircase; and that unfortunately

is blocked up continually by an ever-surging tumid sea of descend

ing crinoline. It is It curious study for a contemplative man to

note with what readiness, by a thousand ingenious expedients

by compression, by backing and filling, by a curious oblique and,

so to speak, vertical movement of the impediment-the rcady

female wit accommodates itself to the necessities of the somewhat

confined space; at the same time, I may, perhaps, be allowed to

hint that except in the case of very neat, laced boots-But there is

an opening. Manfully we scale the stair, and are landed upon

another floor""":also very dusky and vast. Then another long

staircase j crinoline more preposterous than ever, and we emerge
upon deck.

A broad, flat street-broader, if I recollect right, than any street

2n
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in Sherborne-stretches out before us for an appreciable fraction
of a mile. Along this street are strolling crowds of excursionists
of every rank and degree, in all the eccentricities of watering
place costume. Charming young ladies looking like embodied
creations of Mr. Leech's fertile bmin-idiotic young gentlemen in

attendance, more hopelessly vacuous and imbecile than anything
in Punclt-many a stout old Paterfamilias Ivith Materfamilias and
their train-a sea-captain or two from the war-ships ill the
harbour come to havc a chat with Captl1in Harrison-clergymen,
high and low-broad clergymen in bhck tics (vain subterfuge,
you can detect them iri a moment)-and a great crowd of
people, not in anywise remarkable. To keep up the fiction
of our being on board ship, our street is bounded, like the
decks of a real ship, by bulwarks, and has all the usual hut

like erections on deck (only on a Brobdignagian scale) which
you may see in an ordinary steady.going steamer. As a further
help to the imagination, it has becn thought best to set up a line of
huge masts along our street, to erect on each side a great semi
circular contrivance, somewhere about the size of the ring at

Astley's, which we will call a paddle-box; and to vary the
monotony of the line of masts with a line of enormous funnels,

only we notice that one of their number is wanting-that it
is, in fact, lying on the deck, crushed and crumpled like paper into
a thousand fantastic shapes; that the deck itself is all littered
with shapeless fragments of wood and iron; and that even now
ithe work of restoration is busily going on, and hammers clanging
everywhere; and then we recollect that it is only a fortnight ago
since brave men came up slowly from the midst of the great

engines, with death-speedy and terrible-written on their amazed,
uncomplaining faces; and the great sliip, making no response to
the welcome which awaited her, stole into harbour with the dead
men on board.

Now, however, the excursionists are enjoying themselves
merrily enough. Let us follow their lead and descend to the
cabin. A handsome, roomy staircase conducts us to the dining

saloon-a fine room enough, though rather disappointing on the
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score of size. Thence it is an easy transition to the sleeping
rooms, which opcn out into the saloon by little curtained alcovcs.
The berths are so numerous, so provokingly alike, and are reachcd
by such curious angnhr little passages, that, likc thc immortal
:Mr. Pickwick at Ipswich, a man with an undcveloped bump of
locality would soon be drivcn to his wit's end. All the fittings of
the sleeping-rooms are exceedingly rich and elegant. But we
notice that there seems to be no exception even here to the grand
primal law of Nature, which compels every mau, who wants to go
to bed when at sea, to trcad first upon an unoffcnding fellow
passenger's nose. Thence we proceed to sec as much as we can of
the grand saloon. It is not open to the public, but through the
ghss doors we can see the workmen busily employed in retouching
the half-obliterated arabesque of the walls, and everywhere a
prolusion of costly furniture lying about in carcless disorder.
But we can sec that it is a gorgeous chamber,. combining
in itself a suspicion of thc House of Lords, the best touch in life
of the Italian Oourt at Sydenham, and a very strong dash of the
Alhambra. Why it should be so intensely and offensively mag
nificent it would be hard to say. Surely Mrs, General Zephaniah
F. Bung, going back to Slickvillc, U. S" or young Robinson going
out to thc "Diggins," would be just as happy with a smaller
amount of splendour.

Then we go on deck to find a drizzling rain falling, Portland
scowling through the mist, and every nook and corner, including
the dismantled funnel, crowded with cheerful faccs. The aftcr
noon is getting on and dinners raging all over the ship; on the
deck impromptu refections of bread and checse; in the saloon,
and generally everywhere under shelter, the genteelcr sandwiches
and sherry; in various side-rooms, opening on to the lower deck,
social meetings on a large scale and of a more jovial character for
the employes. The captain, if we may judge from the agonized
visage of a steward's boy, who has to his cost partaken surrep

titiously of the unknown delicacy, has dined (inter alia) upon

curry. We, too, feel the imperious demands of hunger. We walk
forward to the bows of the ship, and look down over the bulwarks,
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as from a church tower, to the sea, which lies so far bencath us as

to inspire a feeling of almost contemptuous security. Then we

take one last gll1nce along the noble vista of the bro:1d deck, and

descend by the way wc came to the little steamer, which, though

invisible from the deck, is lying, as we are told, alongside. Soon

we are sufficiently far from the great ship to lose the sense of

vastness, in the extreme boauty of her form. Presently the pall

of cloud lifts, the rain ceases, and the grim hcights of' Portland

loom magnificently out of the llaze; a little longer, and we have

lost sight of the grcat ship-which, whether it be destincd to

succced· or fail, will always bc associated in the minds of thrce

Sherbornians with a very el1joyable day.

:MY FRIENDS AND THEIR PHYSIOGNOMIES.

I LIKE originality, and to provc it I will begin with the new and

original remark, "'Vhat a wonderful thing Photography is I"
Anybody may now have all his fricnds about him, very fairly

represented too, for an averagc sum of half-a-crown. The village

lad who cnlists for a soldicr may even leave his mothcr and his

sweetheart a copy of his own swcet facc for sixpence, if hc cannot

reach a lligher price. And you nced not now be at the trouble,

whcn thinking of your friends, of laboriously conjuring up in

your imagination a few features, or, perhaps, an exprcssion, at

thc cost of a grcat mental cffort. You may have the very mcn

before you-not always with their pleasantest look, it is true j

for the portrait will gcncrally give something either of a stern

or a comical cxpression to the mouth, especially if it be only the

sitter's first or second att~mpt; from thc difficulty, cithcr of

composing his fcaturcs to the rcquisitc fixity, or of getting over

the absurdity of sitting to have llis ugly face printcd for him.

And this half-comical look of the mouth, I notice, you oftcncst

see in the photographs of people, who occupy thc debatable ground

between handsome and plain, and therefore of course think
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themsl'lves handsome j and it is meant for an apology to others,
and by no means to themselves, for venturing to multiply their

faces. Still there they are, if not quite as large or as natural as
life, at least fairly presented as to general shapc of face, and hair,
and nose, and ehin,-eyes often questionablc, and mouth generally
more so. And, though the eyes and mouth have the credit of

being the expressive features, the rest arc not far behind them,
especially the much-slandered nose, teste Lavater. The fact is,
that the eyes are most expressive of what is passing in any
one's mind at the moment. Do you not when talking to any

body-you do if you arc wise-look into his eyes 1 They tell
you what there is to be told about his thoughts. He cannot

control their expression.: though I confess a squint often misleads
one: you cannot tell which eye to look at j and I defy you to
keep your own cyes from waudering from onc to the other of the
squinter's. The mouth, on the other hand, is thc fcature most
under control. What do you get by watching it 1 'Why! just
what it will tell you for itsclf when opened,-what its owncr
means to say, or wishes you to think that 110 thinks. But

besides the passing expression of the mouth, which a photograph
cannot give, it has also a ccrtain fixed eharactcr, which is ncvcr
so completely overlaid by a passing exprcssion as to defy the
sun's power to print it j dctermined by its owner's habits of
thought, and telling something about them. The nose, though
occasionally allowing of a slight variation, at least enough to
increase thc effect of the cxpression of the whole face, may be
considered on the whole as a fL'{ed feature (for I take it "having

one's nose put out of joint" is only meant to be figurative), and
expresses more than all the rest thc fixed character, so to speak,
quite as much as the mouth does habits of thought, or the eyes

accidental thoughts. The same is true, though in a less degree,
of the chin, and of the outline of the whole face. And so, if I
wish to call up a general recollection of my friend, and not his

look at some particular time, his photograph does it for me quite
satisfactorily. And now seeing what may be learnt from a face,

I daresay you would like some account of mine. Addison says,
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at the beginning of his fhst paper in the Spectator, "I have
observed that a reader seldom peruses a book with pleasure, till
he knows whether the writer of it be a black or a fair man, of
a mild or a choleric disposition, married or a bachelor, with
other particulars of the like nature, that conduce very much to
the right understanding of an author." I cannot gratify my
readers' curiosity on all these points, not having sufficiently
considered the matter myself. I may be better prepared for
them another month, if they please. I will have my photograph
taken, and get it up well enough to describe for their benefit.
Meantime, I will keep in the back ground, while you come in and
look about you.

I am a great lover of comfort, and like to have everything
about me thoroughly comfortable, according to my own notions
.of comfort. And friends who invade my quiet quarters, com
monly agree as to my general success, th<iugh-Lfind each of them
would alter nearly all the details, if he had the arrangement.
Fortunately for me my dell, sanctum, or study (call it which you
will) is all my own; and so, being a bachelor, I furnish and
arrange it to my own taste, and nobody's else. Accordingly, to
Betsy's great disgust, when she is in a dusting humour, I have
my chimney-piece covered with photographs propped against the
chimney, and others arranged along the top of the wainscot,
leaning against the wall. Bctsy remembers once flooring one of
them with the corner of a duster, "She never did see master in

such a way before, &c" &c." Well, llCing not altogether without
sense, she has now become discreeter, and allows' my chimney
piece and wainscot to remain as dusty as I plCD.se. So there they
all are, twenty-five and a half of them; for the broken one keeps
its place as a perpetual warning. The seven over the chimney
piece are all.family portraits, none of them in the least like me,
as half of my friends say; or, as the rest will have it, so like me
that they would have known them anywhere. The rest are, a
few of them school friends, several college friends, and two or

three of later standing. "Lucky dog I" say you, "to have so'
many friends as eighteen and a ha1£" Very true, good reader.;
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but then I have never yet had any difficulties to try their friend

ship. I question if any grcat misfortune would not lose, at least,

my half friend for me: but then you sce he is cracked I1lrel1dy ;
and a further misfortune, especil1lly of the uustcrian order, might
cause somc of the others to split (with me). I h,we often thought,
by the way, how droll it would be if onc could have pictures
which would let onc into the thoughts of his friends, at least
regarding himself, like thc figures shown in the magic mirrors of
medireval quacks: probably it is fortunate that wc cannot have
thellL I am an original Iill1n you know; but thcn "those con

founded ancients are I1hmys stcaling our best ideas." So I will
say no more of this, but return to my friend~ a~ I have them.

It is very pleasant to be welcomed by their cheering look when
I come in, and to have thcm by me, to consult about anything I
may be engagml in: in which I have this vcry great I1dvantage,
that I can imagine them to give [my advice that I plcase: which
is, for all practical purposes, the same thing as if I asked the
originals: but thcn, if thcy had really given adviec distl1steful to

me, they might be disgusted at my not following it; whereas,
now I do not offend them hy quietly disregarding such, if I
imagine it; or more often I imagine them to advise just what I
intend doing-what sensible man could possihly advise other
wise! If I wish to write to any of them, not a very common
occurrence, I facilitate matters by taking him down from his

perch, and setting him on my desk before me while I write. But
most of all I enjoy having a quiet chat with them, as I sit before
my fire and look round I1t any of them I want. It is onc of my

greatest pleasures, in my solitary room, to select my own company
for the occasion from my friends, and converse with them by the

hour: sometimes one, for a chatty the-a-tete, or a deep philo
sophical discussion; at other times a large party of them, for a
general conversational melee; and always a family party for
Sunday night. I find them the most agreeable and sensible
companions conceivable. I am not a selfish man, but I confess it

contributes not a little to my comfort to have eonversible friends.,
who do not want their share of the fire, or give it an injudicious
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poke at the wrong moment, or otherwise ruffle one's temper.
And I do not think it would be easy to find more sensible friends:
at least I know they are excellent listeners, and never think of

interrupting me, or expressing dissent, even by so much as a wink.
Some of them, indeed, have risen a good deal in my estimation
since I have become more accustomed to them in this character.
However, they are all of tho right sort, or I should not have even
sixpennyworth of them.

If this general introduction of my friends makes. any of my
readers desirous tu form the aequaintance of a few of them, let
them apply for an introduction to their friend,

PROXENUS.

THE IDYLLS OF THE KING.

THOSE whose idea of what an Idyll should be is founded on a
study of Theoeritus or Virgil and their imitators probably

will hardly allow Tennyson's to be Idylls at all. They are
not Poems of the eountry, but of the Court-tales of Court
life and Court scandal, and that too of a mythical and heroic
past. In point of fact they, together with his " Morte
d'Arthur," and one or two other early pieees, in reality

constitute detached fragments of one vast epic, the archetype
of which exists in the Poet's mind, but which from mistrust

in his own abilities, or from some other reason, he has not
chosen to give entire to the world.

The story of Enid, the first Idyll, does not occur in the
Romance of the Mort d'Arthure, but in some Welsh collection

of tales, the name of which we cannot call to mind at present.
It is, in our opinion, the most inferior of the four. The cause
of Geraint's jealousy seems too trivial, and his behaviour is too

eccentric to pass even in a knight errant; and besides, there is
not sufficient variety in the incidents and the passions called
into play. None of the actors are calculated to carry along
with them the reader's entire sympathy: Geraint certainly
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not-a mere animal, whose sole excellence consists in his
strong arm and I-Iereule:m frame, without even the one merit
of being good-natured, but, on the contrary, sulky, suspicious;
and ungovernably passionflte. Notwithstflnding the Poet's

express stfltement to the eontmry, after finishing the tfllo an
unpleasant impression is left upon tho mind, thflt no very

long intervfll would elapse beforo he again begfln to suspect
and bully his gentle wife. And Enid herself, loving and
loveable flS a woman should be, still perhaps is a little too

t:1me for a heroine of Romflnee. Her lady-mother is decidedly
common-place, and her ehflraeter cast in too modern a mould.

In his use of metflphors, Tennyson certainly excels all our
living Poets, find is surpflssed by few even of the dead. The
reason is that he dmws from his own observation of nature,
does not get them fit seeond-lmnd from others. "Ve never
hear about Libyan lions or tropical Simooms in the old

stereotyped wfly-what he gives us is something homely and
English, something he hfls felt or seen himself, and that we
all may feel or see as well if wc only look around. How

peculiarly appropriate to England, for example, arc the two
lines,

With that he turned, and looked as keenly at her
As careful robin's eye the delver's toil;

or the comparison of Enid in her faded dress to a " mgged

robin from the hedge." There is a magnificent description of
Limour's rushing to battle, dmwn from nature to the very Hfe-

Borne on a black horse, like a thundercloud
Whose skirts are looscned by the breaking storm,
Half ridden off with by the thing he rode.

It is worth while to notice the remarkably impersonal eharneter
of the Idylls. There is only one passage in which this is
violated, viz., in the beautiful simile in Enid :-

As he that tells the tale,
Saw once a great piece of a promontory,

20
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That had a sapling growing on it, slip
From the long shorc·cliff's windy walls to the beach,
And there lie still, amI yet the sapling grew.

But if Enid is the most inferior, Vivien seems to be the least

pleasing of the four. 'Why Tennyson should have discarded

the more poetical, as well as the more common version of the

story, it is difficult to sce. The ordinary legend which Matthew

Arnold has followeJ, in the beautiful ending of his "'ris/ram

ar,d lseult, is at once simple, natural, and suited to the time.

Vivien, too, though trcachcrous, is still within the pale of
humanity; but the pllrt she pbys in the Idyll is more that of a

fiend than a woman. However, we must do Tellnyson the justice
to say that the whole scene between Merlin and her is most

exquisitely managed. The opening lines arc very grand; they

seem to set the whole scene before one as vividly as a picture :-

A storm was coming, but the wiuds were still,
A nd in the wild woods of Broeeliande,
Before an oak so hollow, huge, and old,
It looked a tower of ruined mason work,
At Merlin's feet tho wily Yivien lay.

.The whole scene, as we said, is most exquisitely managed:

:Merlin's presentiment of his coming doom; her art, and his

gradual yielding to her importunity, telling first the legend

of the charm, afterwards wcaried out the charm itsclf, and the

powerful description of her passion ;-

Loathsome sight;
How, from the rosy lips of life and love,
Fbshed the bare grinning skeleton of death.

Her false oath, too, and terror when the punishment she had

invoked seemed to have come upon her. But there is one grave

objection to be made. While altering the noble simplicity of the

old tales, with which it was impossible to feel offended, and

substituting the morality of our own times for that of the days
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of chivalry, thc Poet has, in many cases, rctained and even

enlarged upon their intrinsic COl1rseness. Much that Vivicn says

is by no mmns necessary to the plot, and had bcttcr becn omittcd.

On one, too, who bcars so proverbially bad a clw.ractcr as "Merlin
the demon-born," the charactcr of a morali8t and preacher sits

rather awkwardly.

It is a relief to turn from the wily amI fitlse-hearted Vivien,

to "Elaine the fair, Elaine the loveuble." \Ye belicve most will

agree with us in thinking that, whether this is the grandest of the

Idylls or not, at all events it is the one the reuding of which

causes the purest feelings of plcasure. The Buron's drtughter

of Astolat seems to be identic:tl with the mystical "Lady of

Shalott," at lcast it is the only story in thc :Mort d'Arthur on

which that could havc bccn foumlcd But, be that as it may, the
legend of Elaine is one of the most touching and beautiful in

the whole cycle of thc Mort d'Arthur. \Yc cannot bctter give

the outline of the Idyll than in the words of the old romance:

"This old Baron had a daughtcr that time that was called the

faire maide of Astolat, and eyer shee beheld Sir Launcelot won

derfully; and she caste such a love unto Sir Launcclot, that shee

could not withdrawe her love, wherefore shce died; and her name

was Elaine la Blaunch." The child of Nature, the simple and
somewhat self-willed Elaine, is an immense improvement on the

too monotonous Enid; and Launcelot, with his gentle courtesies

and chivalrous behaviour is, to a still greater degree, superior to

the boorish Geraint. The description of him and of her love at

first sight is very beautiful :-

He spoke and ceased: the lily maid Elaine,
'Won by the mellow voice before she looked,
Lifted her eyes, llnd read his lineaments.
The great and guilty love he bare the Queen,
In battle with the love he bare his lord,
Had marred his face, and mark~d it ere his time.

* * * * *
Marred as he was, he se.cmed the goodliest man
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That ever among ladies ate in hall,
And noblest when she lifted up her eyes.
However marred, of more than twice her years,
Seamed with an ancient sword-cut on the check,
And bruised and bronzed, she lifted up her eyes
And loved him with that love which was her doom.

As we stated, the Idylls are rather to be looked upon as discon

nected Fragments of a great imaginary Epic, than separate Poems.
They are arranged in chronological order, all revolving round one
:fixed date, the commencement of the guilty love between Launce
lot and Guinevere. In Enid this is merely a floating suspicion,
in Vivien it has already become a common court scandal. The
Romances, by the bye, put Merlin's enchantment considerably
earlier, soon after the marriage of Arthur and Guinevcrc, and
before Launcelot had as yet come into England. In Elaine the
first freshness has long passed away, and remorse begun its work:
even Arthur himself is getting to feel suspicion. The crisis is
evidently approaching: in the fourth Idyll it has come already.
The lovers have been betrayed to the King by the spiteful cunning

of Modred: Guinevere has taken sanctuary at Almesbury, and he

has gone,

Love-loyal to the least wish of the Queen,
Back to his land.

There is war between Arthur and Launcelot. Meanwhile
Modred, left in charge of the country, has usurped the throne,
and "tampered with the lords of the White Horse." Arthur

upon this news has suddenly returned, and the great battle is
upon the eve of being fought near Salisbury. There is a splendid
field here for the Poet, and Tennyson has not been wanting to
himself. The leave-taking of Launcelot and the Queen is most

touching in its tender pathos:

Passion-pale they met
And greeted: hands in hands, and eye to eye,
Low on the border of her couch they sat
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Stammering and staring: it was their last hour,
A madness of farewells.

213

One is glad to see the "blameless King" at length showing
some signs of humanity. Arthur always is a Christian and a

gentleman, a sublime personification of the royal virtues;

but in the Idylls, as well as in the Romances, rather Itn

abstract idea of chiv:1lry than a living human being. Tcnnyson

seems aware of this him~clf-he makes Guinevere urge it in

her defence, and we feel that it will in some degree excuse

her. :Now, however, he at length emerges from this impersonal,

half-mysti.c state, into actual life and energy. The meeting

between him and the guilty Queen, and his address to her,

are the finest passages in the whole book; Tennyson seems

to rise above himself;-

There rode an armed warrior to the dOlJrs.
A murmuring whisper thro' the nunnery ran,
Then on a sudden a cry, 'the King.' She sat
Stiff-stricken, listening.

"Liest thou here so low, the child of one
I honoured, happy, dead before thy shame 1
Well is it that no child is born of thee.
The children born of thee are sword and fire,
Red ruin, and the breaking up of laws,
The craft of kindred and the Godless hosts
Of heathen swarming o'er the Northern sea."

What principally strikes one after reading the Idylls is the

simplicity of the diction and the musical rhythm of the lines.

The Poet has carefully avoided as far as possible the use of

all :Norman words and phrases, giving, instead, the genuine

old Saxon. The effect of this is of itself to carry all our

ideas and sympathies far back into the chivalrous past. Arthur,

Launcelot, Guinevere seem not mere by-gone names of history

or fiction, but living contemporary beings, whose language
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we speak, and in whose fortunes we are personally interested.
But though thus catching the language of the age of chivalry,
Tennyson has utterly failed to catch its spirit: his Arthur, as

he has told us himself, is merely a modern gentleman; so, too,
with the rest of his knights and ladies-they have nothing
whatever in common with the proud Norman aristocracy, who

were the prototypes of the heroes of the Round Table, but

are simply and solely exaggerated specimens of the people we
meet with every day in society now in the 19th century.
The whole tone of the book is essentially modern-the characters,
the morality, and even the manners.

Concerning the merit of these Poems, different people will

probably think very differently. 'Ve are ourselves inclined
to rank them among Tennyson's master-pieces in the same
category as "In :M:cmoriam" and "Locksley Hall." 'Vith the
exception of a few rough or weak lines hero and there, the
verses are singularly sweet and harmonious, and there are
passages which rise even to the majestic grandeur of a Shakespere.
Yet still there seems to be a something wanting, though what it is

diffieult to say. A perusal of them has only strengthened our
previous conviction, that Tennyson is not the man to reconstruct

the Mort d'Arthur. He is emphatically the Poet of the present,
not the past j what he secs he can write well upon; but his genius
is less of the purely creative kind, and the visible always obtrudes

itself into his pictures of the absent. He is wanting in that simple
reverence for antiquity, that belief in the good old times, and
half-faith in the truth of what he is writing, which constitute the
grand charm of the old Romances, and without which, in a subject

of this kind, the modern Poet cannot hope fully to succeed. At
the same time he deserves the highest praise from all lovers of
Poetry for what he has done for English verse and the English
Epic, by breaking through the trammels of a too servile imitation

of the great names of antiquity, and showing us that much may
still be done for the Round Table if we only know how to set
about it properly. It seems strange that while our Poets have

drawn so plentifully from the old legends of Hellas and Italy, so
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few of them have ever attempted to make anything out of the

scarcely less beautiful, and far purer, mythology of our own

country. We cannot enter now into a discussion of the merits

of our English Iliad, the Mort d'Arthur, and the causes which

render its treatment so difficult; and, besides, it would be foreign

to our subject. Indeed, wc have made too large a demand already

upon the reader's forbearance, but it may serve, in some sort, as
an apology, that wc Sherbomians have a peculiar right to the

" Great King;" for though it may not be genemlly known now

in the neighbonrhoou, the village of South Cadbury, only a few

miles from Sherborne-where some of us have had many a

pleasant holiday's excur8ion before now-is onc of the principal

claimants to the honour of being the seat of Arthur's glory, the

many-towered Camelot of Romance.

JULIAN.

THE R.ACES.

AN ADDRESS TO ~IY SCIIOOLFELLOWS.

Who that has run a long and high career,
But envies yet a schoolboy's hearty cheer,
The schoolboy's cheer, tlmt gladdens to the core
The winner's heart, and spurs him on to more 1
In the wide world our fume may wider ring,
But Envy palls the pleasure it might bring.
The buoyant soul, the bounding sense of joy,

.The life of life, belongs but to the boy
That loves school-life, and shares in every game,
And wins, by strength and speed, a schoolboy's fame;
A schoolboy's fame, that tingles in his ears
In after life, when 'merged in Manhood's cares.

Arise, Sherbomians, in for every race I
To win is triumph j loss is no disgrace.
Away! away, from hurdle flight to flight,
The winning-post the only point of sight i
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But one more flight, the foremost gains the goal,
Within his breast exultant leaps his soul,
And glows his cheek, and proudly fires his eye,
As friendly shouts proclaim his victory !
Two hundred yards! ye are the test for speed i
A glorious triumph whosoe'er succeed!
The leaping-bar activity displays,
Quickness of eye, and steadiness of gaze.
In for the mile! Endurance wins the race,
And long-drawn bre.1ths, and evenness of pace.

Who will not give to foster such a sport
Has not the generosity of thOllght-
The schoolboy's heart, that wins in after life,
First in the Church, the Bar, the Soldier's strife.
The warrior HODsoN, llugby's gallant son,
Was noted for the games in which he won i

And who could match Lord :Byron for the strength
With which he clove the frowning billow's length i
Or who could match him for the glorious speed
With which he glanced amid the fresh sea-weed.

Sherbornians, give, and give most willingly
To our School Races; misers are not we.
Who hoards his gold is neither bold nor free.

A SCIIOOLBOY.

NOSES.

THE Nose is the barometer of the "human form divine," the

indicator of character, the heraldic blason stamped on the human

face. Its very shape, apart from its peculiar hue, reveals more

of a man's intellectual powers, his moral attributes, or his claims

to aristocratic ancestry, than all the other physionomic indications

combined. But when to the form we add the colour, we have in

the nose a most faithful delineator of character, expounding the

peculiar idiosyncrasies of the mind, and the domestic habits of
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the body. Nay more, the nose is a thermometer as well aH a
physiological and ethnological barometer. It reveals the degree
of tempcrature to which the human frame is exposed; passing
through all the gradations of colour, from the oily paleness to the
deep violet hue, it denotes in turn the sultry heat of summer
and the icy temperature of a polar winter. We would, however,
take a higher view th:m this of the claims of the nose to the
foremost rank among the human features. It is from the
psychological point of view that we would consider it, not as a
mere sensual appendage performing certain organic functions, but
as a physiological index which men have too long neglected to
study, and, as a guide in ethnology, a distinctive mark of race or
family.

The French showed some judgment when they elected an arched
nose for their Emperor j the fear of anarchy which Red Repub
licanism had fostered, had made them feel the necessity of placing
the reins of government in finn hands; Louis Napoleon had a
decided nose-a nose that proclaimed great strength of mind
the very nose that in his uncle had led the French armies to
victory, and had been no less successful in council than in the
field; he was evidently the right nose for the occasion-a more
pronounced Roman curvature, a Wellington nose, would have
had as much firmness but more virtue than the French want
glittering results more than great aims, vanity more than magna
nimity, present glory more than future grandeur-such is their
national taste.

In all those professions of life in which sensitive feeling would
be a superfluity, where self-reliance and self-dependence are
necessary, a Roman nose is invaluable. Such a Ivse asks no
counsel, and craves no sympathy; he can act and resolve alone;
he can go sternly through duty, and scareely shrinks before the
wreck of matter and the crash of worlds. It is to the presence
of that fully-developed appendage in their manly faces, that the
Romans owed the empire of the world: it is to the same cause
that William the Conqueror and his Norman host owed the
subjugation of Great Britain. Whatever has been done worth

3D
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the doing, both in public and in private life, has been done by
well-arched noses, or, at all events, by those who, though not
possessed of the proper nOSt', had acquired by training and
education those attributes which are the natural appanage of
Roman noses.

Women seluom have a Roman nose; and well it is that they
have not; their lot is not thrown in the rough contests of life
which fall to our share. To comfort and to cheer is their
vocation; a delicate nose almost aquiline, offering no slJarp edges,
no salient angles, is the most desirable for such a heavenly
calling. Not the pert nez retrousse which merely tells of frolic
and fun, nor the broad snub which reveals some coarseness and
narrow-mindedness, nor the Jewish curve whieh speaks of selfish
ness and cunning; but the imperceptible nose, the best praise of
which is that it has no form at all, just as the best encomium that
can be passed on good water is that it has no taste whatever.

The aquiline nose in men is an index of taste, of neatness,
sometimes of effeminacy; its possessor may be an artist or a poet;
but he is not likely to found a new school of art or of poetry; his
sphere is sentiment a.nd the softer passions. If a classic, he will
display great eleganco, but no tersenoss of style; if a poet, his
verses will run smoothly and melodiously, but will be void of
manly firmness. The very reasons that make it a treasure in a
womllJl, render it too often indicativo of effeminacy in a man.

To anyone who has a snub nose, we would earnestly recommend
to avoid a Roman-nosed woman-as you value your peace of
mind, have nothing to do with a convex proboscis. The concavo
concave alliance is the one for you; a hooked nose would soon
trample you under foot and despise you i-marry a snub, and
beget snubs to the end of the Chapter. To anyone, whoever,
whose nose is well bowed, it matters not whom he marries; a
convexo-convex alliance will bring him a helpmate whom he can
respect if he does not actually love her, while a convexo-coneavo
will supply him with a lively partner in life, whom he may love
for her gay good humour, though he may not think much of her
intellectual endowments,
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In the choice of a profession, as in the choice of a wife, due

regard shonld be paid to the nose. As a general rule, the straigbt
shape, should determine us in selecting a walk of life where

elegance is the first requisite; the convex shape, where firmness
and iron will have to act a leading part; the concave, where small

ends are to be obtained with easy exertions along a pleasant path.
It must be borne in mind, however, that these are only general
rules, liable to be modified by counteracting influences; a good

profile may be impaired by too great breadth of section, or a poor
profile be improved by fineness and delicacy of detail.

We might enter into a dccpcr study of the melancholy nose, the
bottle nose, and the many varieties arising from combinations of
the general divisions wc llave already referreu to, and which may
be called mongrel noses,. but this would lead us beyond our object.

We shall feel satisfied if wc have, by this short notice, reclaimed
from unmerited oblivion a field of study which is of the greatest

importance, and which we hope to see take the place due to it in
the psychological enquiries of our age.

K. S. S.

A DREAM.

"BOTHER these verses."
"What a nuisance Latin Grammar is. I don't sce why the

Romans couldn't luwe talked English instead of this stuff."
Such were the sapient remarks which fell on my mrs once; I

being then a tutor, and my two promising charges being engaged
in the studies thus indicated, at onc end of the room, while I

myself sat in a half-dozing state by the fire. Perhaps it was
something in them which gave my thoughts the following form:

Methought I stood in the midst of a vast plain. Before me was
an ascent, bare, and stcep, and rugged; this was the end of a long
ridge of table land, which, accessible in this part alone, rose

abruptly out of the plain and stretched away in the distance in a
gentle Slope, till it terminated in a lofty mountain whose summit
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towered out of sight above the clouds. The upper part of this
ridge was covered with the richest vegetation: flowers whose hues

were gayest and scent most sweet, and trees of unfading foliage,
whose ever-ripening fruit was never cast, were mingled in
embarrassing luxurianeo; while to supply freshness and moisture
there flowed from that high mountain a pure stream of water,

which, dispersed everywhere in countless rills, diffused a secret life
over the whole.

Up tIlls ascent I saw an almost countless host of travellers
striving: these, for the most part, entered upon their journey
when quite young, and were joined in bands under a guide; but
afterwards they separated, and many went on their way alone;
few in bodies of more than two or three together.

Each one received at starting a scroll of writing, of which he
only gradually learnt to know the meaning, and a bundle of
instruments, such as those which a pioneer would use in opening
a road across a new country: to those who diligently pursued
their upward journey they served to clear away the obstacles
which it opposed to them; but those who turned back and
shunned the toils and difficulties of the ascent, either threw them
away altogether that they might follow their pleasures with greater
ease, or misused them to clear a path yet farther amI farther into
the wilderness. And it was sad to see some of these, whose
dexterity shewed that they could have employed them nobly in

the appointed path, yet wasting their powers on the showy trifles
that allured them.

~Iany, it seemed to me, were thus missed from thecompany of
travellers; for the task before them was very hard, and the ascent
very rugged, and bleak, and bare in comparison with the gaudy
flowers and green herbage on the plain. There were, indeed, the
guides to urge on loiterers, and lllany helps were given to those
who steadily pursued the way j and towards the cnd of it beds of
flowers were planted here and there, frolll whieh the most earnest
were allowed to cull, as samples of the greater privileges beyond
and very much this encouragcment was needed, for I noticed

particularly that few were able to appreciate the object of their
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journey, not even though they were able at last to catch some
glimpses of the paradise beyond them, but were mostly obliged to
take for granted the reports of the guides which often were looked
upon as idle tales. Whether, then, it were through want of

perseverance (for if anyone stopped, he immediately began to
slide downwards to the plain, and then the struggle upward was
renewed with fresh difficulty) or through wilful blindness, many
turned their backs upon the ridge and its gll,rden and betook
themsel ves to the plell,sures of the plain, chasing gay butterflies
that hovered before them, or hunting the thistledown and will-o'
the-whisps which flitted everywhere in the wind: but they seldom

looked happy, and disappointment was often on their faces as the
gay phll,ntoms eluded their grasp, and they began to sce through
the emptiness of appearances; for, though there were flowers, they
gave no smell; though there were trees, they bore no fruit;
without, there was show, but inward virtue was there none.

So I turned sadly from these and looked to the commencement
of the garden at the summit of the ascent. Those travellers who
reached this point had but completed half their journey-the
object and ultimate aim of all-that towards which all their
previous tmining and discipline had tended-was to attain the
summit of the lofty mountain on the other side of the garden, or
at least to get as near to it as possible. There was, however, no
stated road thereto; and though just at the outset there were
many tracks made by former travellers, and widened by those who
had come after them, and guides to conduct him some little
distance further, yet these often left him early, and those crossed
and recrossed each other in such a labyrinth of by-paths that he
was soon left to his own resources. The reason why none of the
paths went beyond a short- distance was that all the workers were
suddenly called away-none knew exactly whither-but it was
reported that they had been taken to the far-off high mountain by

a shorter road. All expected this summons to come to themselves,
but none knew how soon-only they were bidden to be diligent in
their work; for each had a definite task allotted to him, for which

he found himself most capable and his instruments most suited,
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and for which he was expected to train himself according to the
instructions found in his particular scroll. Some were to open a
new road j others to clear away difficulties from old ones j others

again were bidden to turn 'back and act as guides to the younger
travellers, and others to refresh with draughts of wn,ter from the
brook the wearied pioneers j while some, and theirs seemed to be

the pleasn,ntest msk of all, were gn,thering baskets of fruit and
flowers and pbcing them for the recreation n,nd delight of their

fellow-Iaborers. The satisfaction, llOwever, of thiil class was not
always of the fullest kind.

And even as I looked on at these marvels, a great reality seemed
to come over the scene, and I thought that I was habited as one of

these travellers, and had a scroll, and as I tried to read it, and
leaped forward to obey its instructions, I awoke, and 10 ! it was a
dream. Yet something whispered in mine ear thn,t it contn,ined n,

mighty truth, for that I, too, had powers which must be exercised
by use-which would help to clear awn,y those difficulties which
might arise in the path; and that if the first part of the journey
seemed long and dreary, there were surely sweets in store which
should be gathered in with n, little more toil: and then the words

of the Poet rose up clear and forcibly before my mind:

" Not enjoyment and not sorrow
Is our destined end or way;

But to act that each to-morrow
Find us further than to-day.

Let us then be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to.wait."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,-Will you allow an old boy to call attention
to one of the Rules you profess to be guided by in the performance
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of your duties ~-No. 5 I mean, which runs thus :-"That all
discussions of a Religious or Political nature, and also Personalities,

be excluded." Surely personal remarks do not cease to be person
alities because directed against one's initial letters or an assumed

name. I don't mean by this that I am at all apprehensive any
of your contributors will be such fools as to get angry at finding
themselves rather roughly treated. I don't fancy Julian will care

much for Mr. John Smith's sarcastic pity, or F. M., or the disciple
. of Virgil, or any of the others, for the remarks so plentifully
bestowed on each, both themselves and their writings; but is it
quite fair either for them or the rest to allow the criticisms to be
made in your own Paper ~ You will excuse my saying this, but
I have an affection for old Sherborne still and all that comes from
it, and don't wish our Journal to be wrecked upon the rock on
which so many other School Magazines have been already. Don't
let any opening be made for mutual crimination and recrimination.
It is not the usual habit of Magazines to admit such wholesale
condemnation of themselves in their own pages; and I cannot but
think you would have done better to have kept to the general

rule. Your correspondent's remarks are, many of them, good,
and I hope will do good. I do not quarrel with them, but with
the way in which they arc put. They ought to have been divested
of all personal character, and merely thrown out as hints for the
future. This was done in the second letter; was it so absolutely

necessary that more than onc should be given to the world on the
same subject 1

And, after all, I cannot but think he is rather too hard upon
your nursling. Some of your poetry, he will himself allow, is
quite up to the usual standard of Magazine poetry, and, as you
had already shown a disposition to cut down the bad, he might

have spared himself the trouble of a hint on that subject.

"Tot homines tot sententire."

I shall not interfere with the criticisms, but I hope you do not
consider the Magazine pledged to them all. To borrow an expres

sion of his own, one would think he must have sent you, by
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mistake, a piece intended for the Edinburgh or the Saturday.

Perhaps the best way of remedying the faults your correspondent
complains of, would be that he himself and some of the other old
members of the school should avail themselves of their privilege,
and write for the SHIRnuRNIAN occasionally. There is an old saw
he must have heard-" Practice is better than precept." It is not

only that it is a good thing to have a well-written article inserted,
but those whose own style is not formed yet will copy a good
style; so thn.t it improveR the Mn.gn.zine in two ways. Perhn.ps
since those who criticise others by themselves open to be criticised
themselves-I shall be justified in remarking that a bn.d pun or
an ill-timed witticism is, to a delicate ear, a fault quite liS

obnoxious as a slang expression.
Use your own discretion about printing this, and believe me,

Mr. Editor,

Yours very sincerely,

ANOTHER Ex-SHERnORNIAN.

DEAR 1\:[R. EDlToR,-Since it was promised in the Prefn.ce of your

Magazine, to put in School Intelligence, allow me to inform your
correspondents, that C. Marriott Hayward has obtained, within
the last month, an open Schobrship at Exeter College, Oxford.

I am, dear Sir, yours sincerely,

A REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.

A U REVOIR.

ANOTHER half-year has almost passed, and four more numbers
of the SmnnURNIAN have been published; changes have taken
place in the School and in the Magazine since last we
addressed anI' Readers under the heading of "Au Revoir."

And certainly, on looking back at the half-year that is now
rapidly approaching its end, we are free to confess that tho
retrospect is, on the whole, satisfactory as far as regards the
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SHIRBURNIAN. True, there seems to be a slight decrease in
the number of our subscribers, but, notwithstanding this, our

finances are in a flourishing condition, as may be seen from
our being able to increase the size of our Magazine in three
out of the four numbers of this half-year. And about these
four numbers we wish to address a few words to our
friends. We have heard numerous, or rather innumerable, corn··

plaints against the first of these, and wc acknowledge them

to be to a certain degree jus~. But we beg to remind our
readers that it is on tltem that we entirely rely for good

articles j and when wc rrceive only just sufficient to fill up
our allotted 24 pages, we are compelled to publish all, both

.good and bud. We must confess, however, that there was au

excuse, for we know by experience that amongst all the busy
pleasures of Home and the Holidays, it is difficult to find

time to sit down quietly to write for the SIImnuRNIAN; and
besides this, two out of the four Editors were unable to

return to School until after Number V. was published, so that
the whole work of editing it devolveu on the other two. In
regaru to the othl'r numbers, we have no complaints to make

as to quantity, but shoultl prefer articles of rather better
quality j for numerous letters have we recciveu eoncbrning
certain amendment~ requisite to the improvement of the Magazine.

One of the strongest-worueu of these we inserted in our last, we
mean, of course, that from John Smith. This has, on the other
hand, drawn down on us innumerable letters from Contributors

who fancy that we agree with the ~entiments therein expressed.
This, however, is not the case. 'Ve published his letter, not
merely to show fair-play to both sides of the question, but
also to give a few hints to our Contributors, for much of what J. S.

says has a great deal of sense and truth in it. For instancc, what
he says about Contribntors filling half their articles with excuses

either for writing or not writing, is just what was wanted. In
Dulce Domum, he says there is too much slang j but we must

remember that the scene lies among Schoolboys, and most, if not

all, of these are Goths enough to use Slang.
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We should be glad, however, if J. S. would point out "the
endless praises of 'Beer' and 'Tobacco.''' We, ourselves, can at
present call to mind but few places where they are even mentioned
-and eertainly only two in which each of them is praised.

We are sorry to sce that J. S. has picked out as a rule the
worst articles for his critique. He might have been a little more
merciful. Oue charge which has been laid against him, however,
we scarcely consider fair; we mean that in a letter from" Another
ex-Sherboruian," that J. S. breaks through Rule V., inasmueh as
his remarks are" personal." From this accusation we think him
exempt. His remarks are only personal so far as he talks (perhaps
not in the most complimentary way possible) of eontributors
under their assumed names; and, as the names of authors are kept
secret, it is not probable that hE.' would know to whom his re
marks apply. Another letter complains that J. S.'s eriticisms are
not" original." They are, we do not hesitate to assert, original
as far as he is concerned; though if other persons have made the
same critique before, this perhaps only shows that his remarks are
the more truE.'.

In conclusion, we beg to remind our contributors that No. IX.
will appear on Mareh 1st, and we hope we shall receive such
articles as will enable us to produce a number which will shew
J. S. and" Well-Wisher," that their advice has not been thrown
away. Our last duty, and most pleasant one, is to thank all our
Contributors for their kind support, and beg them to continue it,
as on them depends the success of thfl Magazine; and we must not
forget either to thank our Subseribers for their help, which has
enabled us to increase its size. We thank them for this, as well as
the consideration they have shown towards our many weak
points, and wish them all, most heartily and sincerely, a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

J OIIN C. PEARSE,

C. MARRIOTT HAYWARD,

PERCY C. HARVEY,

GERALD A. R. FITZGERALD,
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HARVEY, P. C.,-K. S. S.
HAYWAIID, C. MARRIoTT,-Scholar of Exeter ColI., Oxford.
HUTCIIINS, P. R,-K. S. S.
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And to several others who are unwilling that their names should
appear.

l'RlNTED AT THE JOURNAL OFFICE, SHERBORNE.



ERRATA.

Page 22, line 8. -For "There Is a wailing, &0.," read" There is wailinu, &:c."
Page 23, line 16.-For U and," read Cl an."
Page 26, note.-For "Cape le Hague," read" Cape la Hague."
Page 64, line 5.-For U could with," read" could not witb."
Page 96, line 9.-For" contralio," read" contraltO.'!

Page 105, line 19.-For Cl Coma's magic wand," read U Comus' magic wand."

.. line M.-For .. The curious Gawaina and the jesting Sir Kay, the
seneschall," read .. The envious Gawaine and the jesting Sir Kay the senesehall."

Page 106, line 3O.-For "weal," read" good."
Page 107, line 17. -For cc presumes," read"presume."
Page 109, line M.-For cc Caldee," read" Caldll."

Page 111, line 5.-For "illi quidd," read" mi guida."
Page 113, line 3O.-For cc-- While that we yet are young;

To thee we wish not --"
read cc -- While that we yet are young,

To thee we wish not - -."
Page 132, line 4.-For cc Smith's (1) and Brown's (1)" read .. Smiths (I) and

Browns (I)"

Page 152, lino 5.-For " eaptum," read" ceeptum."
Page 156, line 5.-For cc cleaner," read "clear~r."
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RULES.
I.-That . the SIIIRDURNIAN be published on the first day of

every Month during the half year.
n.-That no contributions be received from anyone who is 1l0t,

01' has not beell, a J\Iember of the King's School, Sherborne.
ILL-That no anonymous contributions be received, but that the

full wime be enclosed in a se:<led envelope, which will not be opellell
if the contribution be rejected.

IV.-That all communications be :<ddressed "To the Editor of
the SIIIIWUllNIAN, King's School, Sherborne, Dorset." '.

V.-That all iliscussions of a Heligious or Political nature, and
also Personalities, be excluded.

VI.-That every contribution be the bona fide production of the
co;rtributor.

VIL-That no unfinished articles be received; but if a long Story
l,e intondccl to appear in continuous numbers, that the whole be
sent in at once.

N.D.-The Committee will be glad to receive contributions at any
time, but none which are received after the 15th of the month will
Le in time for the number to be issued on tho following month :
they will be preserved for the succeeding number.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Declined with thanks :-" Titles," "Of Speaking," "The Death of the Otter,"
an Article by'" Contcntus," "SlicrLornc as it is to-day," "Holiday Song," "Line:;
by J. H.," "A 'fale of School Life," "Hyperion," (a critique,) .. 'Vlwll shall wc
three meet again 1"

Wc decline to insert the Query by "Philo-Jud"'us," under Rule V.
The Contributions of 'the following wo reservo for our next :-" A Goth,"

"nI. F.," "Kcmo," "Non Humoro horas nisi Serenas," uE."
\Vc acknowledge the receipt· of a letter from "Laudator tcmporis acti"; hIlt

do not publi,h it, as we fcol he would be sorry to sce it ill print when he
recovers his temper. '

Our next Number will appear 011 the 1st March; contributions must therefore
be sent in by the 15th l<'ebruary.
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